
First name: Surname:

Age:  Nationality:

Street address: Zip code: 

City: Country:

Telephone: Email:

Preferred date:     27-28.3.2017           

Experience:     Beginner      Intermediate    Experienced 

Snowmobile:

Avalanche gear:        I do have avalanche backbag, showel, probe, transceiver 

MOUNTAIN RIDING CAMP PACKET

Day 1. Arrival day at 18:00-20:00
- Seminar for snow safety and riding technique (Ride Rasmussen Style tutorial)
- Meet & greet event (meet Bret and the others from Ride Rasmussen Style crew)
- Welcome dinner (+30 €)

Day 2. Riding day 09:00-16:00
- Ride Rasmussen Style riding sessions; corrections, instructions, tips
- Wrap of the event

       Price 380 € 
       Price 410 € (include welcome dinner)

By returning this registration form and by paying the price, the participant undertakes to accept the terms and conditions set in this 
registration form.

Ride Rasmussen Style Europe shall not insure the participants against any injury or damage. Furthermore, Ride Rasmussen Style Eu-
rope shall not be liable to compensate any possible damage or injury whatsoever caused to the participants or to any third party. The
participants shall participate in the event at their own risk and they shall be responsible for their own insurance coverage.

Please send this fully filled PDF to this email address, together with your receipt of full payment, we will confirm your entrance.
europe@riderasmussenstyle.com

REGISTRATION FORM

Accomodation inquiries: 
Lapland Hotels Lavi
99300 Muonio
Finland
Tel +358 16 3311 255

Payment details:
Ride Rasmussen Style Europe
IBAN: FI45 3131 1000 4842 99
SWIFT: HANDFIHH
Message: Mountain Riding Camp 2017

(C) Ride Rasmussen Style Europe 2017. All rights reserved.

LAVI, FINLAND, 27.-28.3.2017



Bret Rasmussen is legendary mountain snowmobile rider and deep snow technique developer. The “professor” as we 
can call him, has been on the business over three decades as an successful competitor and developer for the industry. 
 
The world famous snowmobile video series “Schooled” brought him to wide publicity and since then he has been an 
eagerly wanted guest on events and as teacher.

His founded and beloved riding school Ride Rasmussen Style in Preston, Idaho has been operating for years and it has 
welcomed riders around the globe to ride with him and get schooled at the western mountains in the USA.

Ride Rasmussen Style Europe organises all Ride Rasmussen Style events in Europe.

This will be an ultimate opportunity for riders in Europe to ride with Bret and other certified Ride Rasmussen Style teachers.

The camp is open for all brands and genders, the participants will be divided in different riding groups.

All participants must be 18 years old.

More detailed information about the location, timetable and riding area will be announced closer the event.

The price includes Ride Rasmussen Style riding program on snow as well technical briefing, tips for riding techniques,  
basic set up and info about snow safety, at the previous evening seminar. 

No reservations will be taken, all places will be filled by fully paid registration fees, in first comes first method.

There will be limited number of places available, size of one group will be 10-15 persons.

All payments must be made by bank transfer only. 

The cancellation for fully paid event; minimum 60 days prior the event 100% return, 30-59 days prior the event
50% return, 0-29 days prior the event no return for the paid price.

All participants who have made the payment in full, will receive a confirmation email as well as instrcutions for the camp.

You must have your own/rented snowmobile in use needed riding gear. Helmet is a must, without proper motorsport 
helmet no entrance allowed.

Depending of the snow conditions, the avalanche gear might be mandatory (avalanche bag-pack, shovel, probe, and 
transceiver).

All Ride Rasmussen Style events have zero alcohol tolerance.

Ride Rasmussen Style Europe reserves the right to change the location and/or the timetable of the event and/or cancel 
or discontinue the event in case of a Force Majeure situation and/or such weather conditions or other conditions that 
make organizing the event unsafe for the participants or any third party and/or in case of accident. In such situation, 
Ride Rasmussen Style Europe shall not be liable to return the paid prices nor pay any other compensation or damages 
whatsoever to the participants or any third parties.

The Contract between the participant and Ride Rasmussen Style Europe shall be governed, interpreted and construed in 
accordance with the laws of Finland excluding the conflict of law principles and the rules of choice of law.

(C) Ride Rasmussen Style Europe 2017. All rights reserved.
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